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1. Handwritten submissions and proprietary formats (e.g. Pages or MS Word) will not be graded.
2. Resubmissions are subject to 20% penalty per day pass the date of grade release.
3. Mathematical expressions must be written entirely using LaTeX, otherwise 50%-100% of marks will be 

deducted.
4. Circuits must be tested using switches/probs against a truth table. Untested circuits will receive 0.
Submission File structure:

submission.zip 
    — answer.pdf 
    — c1-1.cct 
    — c1-2.cct 
    — c3.cct 
    — c6.cct 
    — c7.cct 
    — lib.clf 

!Important!: for implementing the sequential circuit, you can use the D flip-flop wo/SQ component pro-
vided to you, just remember to connect all R pins to a single switch input called Reset.

Lab 3
1. Save the library and circuit files we created in class containing the following designs in the final ZIP file 

(4pt):

A.  latch with  (c1-1.cct); 
Requirement: your CCT file must show the component being tested using switches and probs.

B.  flip-flop (c1-2.cct); 
Requirement: your CCT file must show the component being tested using switches and probs.

2. A sequential circuit has 2 D flip-flops , , and 2 inputs  and . The circuit is described by the following 
input equations: 

          , , 

A. Derive the state table for the circuit (1pt).

B. Derive the state diagram for the circuit (1pt).

3. You are tasked to design a 3bit counter, the counter will have three D Flip-Flops , , and , for every 

single CLK pulse, its value increases by 1. Say at time 0, , then the next time step it 

should be , and the next , so on.

A. Assuming the next states are , , and , derive the state diagram for the circuit (1pt).

B. Assume you have an additional input , which when it’s equal to 1 changes the next state to 000 re-
gardless of current state. Find the boolean expressions (1pt), then draw the circuit diagram and save it 

as c3.cct (2pt). 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Requirement: you must show the implemented component tested using a switch for , and a Hex dis-
play for showing the current state.

4. For the following state diagram.

A. Starting from state 00 in the following state diagram, show the state transition sequence and output 

sequence for input sequence 0101101111 (1pt). 

B. Draw the state table, perform flip-flop input equation determination and output equation determination 

(1pt).

5. A sequential circuit has two flip-flops  and , one input , and one output . The state diagram is shown 
in the following figure. Draw the state table (1pt).

6. Draw the state diagram of the following rotator, write down the equations for each  flip-flop (1pt), and 
complete the implementation as c6.cct (2pt). You should make it so that  are 4bits of input 

controlled using a HEX Keyboard.

Input  
0: The next state should equal to current input ; 

1: The next state should equal to the current state, right rotated rightwards once (e.g. for current 

state , the next state should be );

7. Work on the following state diagram.

(1) Draw the state-machine diagram (1pt).

X

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

State Diagram

The information available in a state table may be represented graphically in the form
of a state diagram. A state is represented by a circle, and transitions between states
are indicated by directed lines connecting the circles. Examples of state diagrams are
given in Figure 17. Figure 17(a) shows the state diagram for the sequential circuit in
Figure 15 and its state table in Table 1. The state diagram provides the same informa-
tion as the state table and is obtained directly from it. The binary number inside each
circle identifies the state of the flip-flops. For Mealy model circuits, the directed lines
are labeled with two binary numbers separated by a slash. The input value during the
present state precedes the slash, and the value following the slash gives the output
value during the present state with the given input applied. For example, the directed
line from state 00 to state 01 is labeled 1/0, meaning that when the sequential circuit
is in the present state 00 and the input is 1, the output is 0. After the next clock tran-
sition, the circuit goes to the next state, 01. If the input changes to 0, then the output
becomes 1, but if the input remains at 1, the output stays at 0. This information is
obtained from the state diagram along the two directed lines emanating from the cir-
cle with state 01. A directed line connecting a circle with itself indicates that no
change of state occurs. 

The state diagram of Figure 17(b) is for the sequential circuit of Figure 16.
Here, only one flip-flop with two states is needed. There are two binary inputs, and
the output depends only on the state of the flip-flop. For such a Moore model circuit,
the slash on the directed lines is not included, since the outputs depend only on the
state and not on the input values. Instead, the output is included under a slash below
the state in a circle. There are two input conditions for each state transition in the
diagram, and they are separated by a comma. When there are two input variables,
each state may have up to four directed lines coming out of the corresponding circle,
depending upon the number of states and the next state for each binary combination
of the input values.

There is no difference between a state table and a state diagram, except for
their manner of representation. The state table is easier to derive from a given
logic diagram and input equations. The state diagram follows directly from the
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27. *A set-dominant master–slave flip-flop has set and reset inputs. It differs
from a conventional master-slave SR flip-flop in that, when both S and R are
equal to 1, the flip-flop is set. 
(a) Obtain the state table of the set-dominant flip-flop. 
(b) Find the state diagram for the set-dominant flip-flop.
(c) Design the set-dominant flip-flop by using an SR flip-flop and logic gates 

(including inverters). 

28. +The state table for a 3-bit twisted ring counter is given in Table 16. This
circuit has no inputs, and its outputs are the uncomplemented outputs of
the flip-flops. Since it has no inputs, it simply goes from state to state
whenever a clock pulse occurs. It has an asynchronous reset that initializes it
to state 000.
(a) Design the circuit using D flip-flops and assuming that the unspecified 

next states are don’t-care conditions. 
(b) Add the necessary logic to the circuit to initialize it to state 000 on 

power-up master reset.
(c) In the subsection “Designing with Unused States” of Section 5, three 

techniques for dealing with situations in which a circuit accidentally 
enters an unused state are discussed. If the circuit you designed in parts 
(a) and (b) is used in a child’s toy, which of the three techniques given 
would you apply? Justify your decision.

(d) Based on your decision in part (c), redesign the circuit if necessary.
(e) Repeat part (c) for the case in which the circuit is used to control engines 

on a commercial airliner. Justify your decision.
(f) Repeat part (d) based on your decision in part (e).
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FIGURE 44
State Diagram for Problem 26
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(2) Perform state assignment, write down the Flip-Flop Input Equations and Output Equations, then opti-

mise it (1pt).

(3) Implement the circuit, save as c7.cct (2pt).
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